Droplet-Based Multivolume Digital Polymerase Chain Reaction by a Surface-Assisted Multifactor Fluid Segmentation Approach.
Here we developed the surface-assisted multifactor fluid segmentation (SAMFS), an automated, fast, and flexible approach for generating a two-dimensional droplet array with tunable droplet volumes, for multivolume digital polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The SAMFS was developed based on the combination of robotic liquid handling and surface-assisted droplet generation techniques, where a continuous aqueous stream that flowed out from a capillary probe was segmented and immobilized on hydrophilic micropillars of a microchip into massive oil-covered droplets with the probe rapidly scanning over the microchip. We studied various factors affecting the droplet generation process, including micropillar top area, distance between adjacent micropillars, aqueous stream flow rate, and microchip moving speed, and demonstrated a high droplet generation throughput up to 50 droplets/s and a largest droplet volume adjusting range from 0.25 to 350 nL. The SAMFS approach was adopted to form an oil-covered array of 994 droplets with four different volumes (1.2, 6, 30, and 150 nL droplets) required for multivolume digital PCR within 8 min. The droplet array system was applied in absolute quantification of plasmid DNA under the multivolume digital PCR mode with a dynamic range spanning 4 orders of magnitude, as well as measurement of HER2 expression levels in different breast cancer cell lines. The results are consistent to those obtained by quantitative real-time PCR method, while the present one has higher precision.